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A NEW ALGORITHM FOR LEARNING BAYESIAN CLASSIFIERSFROM DATAA. KLEINERSta�ordshire UniversityBeaonside, Sta�ord ST18 0AD, UKa.kleiner�sta�s.a.uk B. SHARPSta�ordshire UniversityBeaonside, Sta�ord ST18 0AD, UKb.sharp�sta�s.a.uk
AbstratWe introdue a new algorithm for the indution oflassi�ers from data, based on Bayesian networks.Basially this problem has already been examinedfrom two perspetives: �rst, the indution of las-si�ers by learning algorithms for Bayesian net-works, seond, the indution of lassi�ers basedon the naive Bayesian lassi�er. Our approah isloated between these two perspetives; it elimi-nates the disadvantages of both while exploitingtheir advantages. In ontrast to reently appearedre�nements of the naive Bayes lassi�er, whihaptures single orrelations in the data, we havedeveloped an approah whih aptures multipleorrelations and furthermore does a trade-o� be-tween omplexity and auray. In this paper weevaluate the implementation of our approah withdata sets from the mahine learning repositoryand data sets arti�ially generated by Bayesiannetworks.Keywords: Mahine Learning, Naive BayesClassi�er, Bayesian Networks, MDL prinipleINTRODUCTIONIn this paper we introdue a new algorithm for the indu-tion of lassi�ers from data, based on Bayesian networks.Basially this problem has already been examined fromtwo perspetives: �rst from the indution of lassi�ers bylearning algorithms for Bayesian networks, seond, theindution of lassi�ers based on the naive Bayesian las-si�er. Our approah is loated between these two per-spetives; it eliminates the disadvantages of both whileexploiting their advantages.

The �rst indution of lassi�ers involves a searh overall possible networks and has been suessfully solved in[2℄ and [4℄. However, it an be onsidered as unsuper-vised learning [7℄ sine it does not distinguish betweenattribute variables and the lass variable. Thus the re-sults for a lassi�ation task are not suÆiently aurate.The seond indution approah is based on the re�nementof the naive Bayes lassi�er, whih has already proved itspower for lassi�ation in many appliations [13℄. Dueto the fat, that this lassi�er omes with the strong as-sumption of independene, re�nements are ahieved byrelaxing this assumption.Signi�ant work in that �eld is found in [16℄, [14℄and [7℄. The latter approah improves the naive Bayeslassi�er by apturing single dependenies between theattributes. Our approah is motivated by this one butextends it by two new features. These two features allowthe possibility of learning multiple orrelations betweenattributes and the trade-o� between omplexity and a-uray. We argue that both features are important, onone hand, beause data from real world appliations islikely to have multiple orrelations between its variablesand on the other hand, beause the appliation of lassi-�ers to real world problems requires a fast omputation.This omputation, however, depends strongly on the om-plexity of the lassi�er. To realize these two features,we adopted the priniple of maximum desription length[2℄, whih is a tehnique used in the general learning ofBayesian networks.We shall denote variables that refer, for example, toattributes in a lassi�ation task, with apital letters,suh as A;B;C and partiular on�gurations of thesevariables in lowerase, suh as a; b; . A set of variables isdenoted in bold, for example, U = fA;B;Cg. The lassi-�ation problem then an be stated as follows. A trainingset of ases has to be partitioned into a �xed number of
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Figure 1: The struture of the naive Bayes lassi�erlasses. These \mapping" from ases to lasses dependson partiular on�gurations of the attributes and has tobe learned by the lassi�er. A ase is represented by theattributes (A1; A2; :::An) and the lass V . Every attributeAi an be in a ertain state Ai = ai from its domain ofNAi possible states. Eah on�guration A of these at-tributes belongs to a lass vi from the set of lasses V .The task is to learn a target mapping for eah on�gu-ration to one of these lasses. Finally, the quality of theindued lassi�er an be assessed by its ability to lassifyunknown on�gurations to an appropriate vi.NAIVE BAYESIAN CLASSIFIERAmong other tehniques, the naive Bayesian lassi�er (orsimply naive Bayes) is one of the most powerful tools inmahine learning. It an ompete with other lassi�ers,suh as bakpropagation or ID3, though its struture isless omplex. Its power for text lassi�ation has beenproven in [15℄, [11℄ and [13℄.The Bayesian approah to ahieve a mapping be-tween lasses and attributes, is to identify the lass withthe highest probability for a partiular on�guration ofthe attributes. In statistial terms, the thereby identi-�ed lass is named as the maximum a posterior (MAP)hypothesis:vMAP = argmaxvi2V P (vi j a1; a2; :::an) (1)Applying Bayes theorem, this yields to:vMAP = argmaxvi2V P (a1; a2; :::an j vi)P (vi)P (a1; a2; :::an) (2)and due to the onstant presene of P (a1; a2; :::an) thisbeomes:vMAP = argmaxvi2V P (a1; a2; :::an j vi)P (vi) (3)This desribes an approah for a orret lassi�ation ofattributes with respet to their probabilities, estimatedfrom the training data. The estimation of these prob-abilities, however, beomes intratable with inreasingnumber of attributes, sine the number of possible on-�gurations of these attributes, also known as \atomievents", grows drastially. To overome this problem, thenaive Bayes omes with the \naive" underlying assump-tion, that every attribute Ai is independent from the oth-ers, thereby the number of required probability values its

largely redued. Under the assumption of independene,the onjuntion of the attributes an be deomposed ina produt of the probabilities of eah single attribute:P (a1; a2; :::an j vi) = �jP (aj j vi), whih yields to thenaive Bayes lassi�er:vNB = argmaxvi2V = P (vi)�jP (aj j vi) (4)In other words, this learning method involves a learn-ing step, where the estimates for all P (vi) and P (aj j vi)are determined by their frequenies in the training set bysimply ounting their ourrenes. An indued lassi�eran then be used to lassify any on�guration of the at-tributes by multiplying for every lass vi the probabilitiesP (aj j vi) of eah attribute and seletion of that lass,whih yields to the highest probability.The performane of this simple approah has beenmeasured in various appliations. One interesting ex-ample is the lassi�ation of newsgroups, as reported in[11℄. In this work, 20 newsgroups, eah with 1000 ar-tiles, have been lassi�ed. The lasses vi were givenby the names of this 20 news groups, for exampleomp.sys.ibm.p.hardware, and the attributes by wordsfrom the English language appearing in those artiles.The experiment lead to an amazing result of 89% au-ray, in ontrast to a random lassi�ation with expeted5% auray. Noteworthy, however, is that the assump-tion of onditional independene was not neessarily keptby the data. One an imagine, that in the ase of lassi�-ation of texts in natural language, onditional dependen-ies must exist. For instane, it is likely to �nd the word\Intelligene" after the word \Arti�ial" or to �nd theword \Naive" before the word \Bayes". However, reentresults showed that the naive Bayes lassi�er performswell even with violation of this assumption.This leads to the obvious question, whether we anahieve even better performane by using networks whihonsider dependenies in the data. Bayesian Networks[17℄ provide a method to represent suh dependenies be-tween variables and there are approahes to learn theirstruture and parameters from data.LEARNING BAYESIAN NETWORKSFOR CLASSIFICATIONBayesian NetworksA Bayesian network B for a set of random variables Uis de�ned by a struture S, desribing a direted ayligraph, and a set of parameters �, quantifying this stru-ture. The struture is represented by ars between therandom variables X1; X2; :::; Xn in U, whih indiate di-ret dependenies between them. Furthermore, the set ofparameters � provides for every on�guration of a vari-able Xi and the on�gurations of its parents pa(Xi) a



value �Xijpa(Xi) whih is equal to the probability P (Xi jpa(Xi)) of this partiular on�guration. Thus the jointprobability distribution above U an be reonstruted bythe multipliation of eah nodes probabilities:PB(X1; X2; :::; Xn) = �ni=1PB(Xi j pa(Xi)) (5)If pa(Xi) onsisted only of the lass variable V for ev-ery i 2 1; 2; :::; n and pa(V ) = 0, the above would de-sribe a Bayesian network for a naive Bayes lassi�er.However, we are able to express far more omplex re-lationships within U. Basially these relationships areabout dependene and independene between these vari-ables. Let A;B;C be subsets in U. Then there isonditional independene between A and C given, ifP (A j B) = P (A j B;C) holds, whenever P (B;C) > 0.That is, when the state of B is known, no knowledgeabout C will alter the probability of A [10℄. Of oursethis implies, that this holds for every possible on�gura-tion a;b;  of the subsets A;B;C. In Bayesian networks,this independene is enoded by the following de�nition:Every variable Xi is independent of its nondesendantsgiven its parents [17℄.The learning of struture and parametersThis problem an be solved by a searh over all possi-ble networks and an estimation of the parameters �. Toidentify that network, whih mathes the data best, aommonly used method is to alulate the log-likelihoodfor B given D. Let B = fS;�g be a Bayesian networkfor the data set D with D = fd1;d2; :::;dNg where diassigns for every variable in B a value. ThenLL(B j D) = NXi=1 logPB(di) (6)measures the probability that the data D was generatedfrom the network B. That means, the bigger LL(B j D)the more likely the examined network an represent theunderlying distribution of D. Unfortunately this measureis not appropriate in its pure form for learning Bayesiannetworks, sine it favours omplex networks, whih leadto a higher log-likelihood than simple ones.However, it has been shown, that the number of pos-sible strutures inreases drastially with the number ofnodes in the network. Hekerman ommented on this: "Ifwe onsider Bayesian network models with n variables,the number of possible struture hypotheses is more thanexponential in n" [9℄. Therefore, it is impossible to on-sider all of these models during a searh. A ommontehnique to avoid the onsideration of all possible solu-tion of a problem is to perform a greedy-searh, whihusually leads to a loal maximum in the searh spae. Toapply suh a greedy-searh to a Bayesian network, a sor-ing funtion is neessary, whih returns a value for loallyapplied hanges.

Suppose Ai is a node in a network with n variables.Consequently there are n � 1 possible parents for thisnode and 2n�1 possible ombinations of them. Instead ofapplying all these ombinations for every node, a greedy-searh ould be implemented whih performs the oper-ations add parent and delete parent , guided by a sor-ing funtion. A greedy-searh works on the priniple ofnot reonsidering operations done in previous steps. Thisleads �nally to a loal optimal solution, as long as thesore indiates the optimal operation for every step.Sine the soring funtion needs to be appliable lo-ally, the log-likelihood, whih returns a value orrespond-ing to the whole network, annot be used. Furthermore,as mentioned above, this measure tends to favour omplexstrutures whih we want to avoid. To solve this prob-lems, two metri funtions have been introdued, namelythe Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) [4℄ and theMinimum Desription Length (MDL) riterion [2℄. Bothof these funtions return a sore whih maximises the log-likelihood, however with a restrition by the omplexity.Sine these funtions are similar from their priniple, wefous on the MDL sore, whih also motivates our ap-proah.Minimum desription length (MDL) prinipleThe MDL sore onsists of two parts, whih are the previ-ously introdued log-likelihood and the omplexity of themodel. The approah selets a model within a trade-o�between these two omponents. The omplexity of a net-work an be expressed by the number of bits neessary forits representation. Suppose there are n nodes in a net-work eah with k parents, then the parents of a node anbe enoded with klog2(n) bits. Furthermore, the ondi-tional probability tables, assoiated with eah node, haveto be enoded as well. For a node in a Bayesian network,one probability is needed for every possible on�gurationof the parents and the node itself. The information ne-essary to enode a Bayesian network with n nodes is:nXi=1 [kilog(n) + d(val(Xi)� 1)�Xj2pa(Xi)val(Xj)℄ (7)Where d denotes the number of bits neessary to representthe numeri value of a probability, val(X) the number ofpossible states node X an take and pa(X) denotes its setof parents. This is the enoding sheme, suggested in [2℄.Sine this formula sums over all nodes in the network, itan easily be deomposed for a single node.The seond part in the MDL sore is a measure ofhow well the network represents the data. However, thelog-likelihood annot be used diretly, sine it annot bedeomposed for eah node. The metri used in [2℄ is sup-ported by the two following fats:



� The Kullbak-Leibler Cross-Entropy between thetrue distribution P (X) and the distribution Q(X),generated by a Bayesian network, shrinks as Q(X)more losely approximates P (X). Due to the fat,that a network whih generates the true distribution,also enodes the data optimally, the ross-entropyan be used as a measure to identify this network.� As shown in [5℄, the ross-entropy between a true dis-tribution P (X) and a distribution Q(X) is minimalif the underlying network generating Q(X) is a max-imum weight spanning tree and the weights betweeneah node Xi and Xj are de�ned by the mutual in-formation between them.The mutual information between two nodes Xi andXj is de�ned as:I(Xi; Xj) = XXi;Xj P (Xi; Xj)log2 P (Xi; Xj)P (Xi)P (Xj) (8)whih sums over all possible states of Xi and Xj . Giventhe mutual information between all variables, one anbuild a maximum weighted spanning tree and thereforeapproximate the maximum log-likelihood, with respet tothe data. The mutual information, however, an be ap-plied to every single node.Lam and Bahus evaluated their approah with net-works of di�erent sizes. In most of the ases the MDLsore was able to reonstrut the original Bayesian net-work whih generated the data for the learning proess.In [3℄ they extended their approah to re�ning existingnetwork strutures, and partiularly onsidered the en-oding of hanges between one model and a potentiallybetter one.However an evaluation in [6℄ showed, that the learn-ing of lassi�ers with this approah leads to poor results.In that paper they argued, that the reason for this isthe soring funtion itself. Sine the MDL sore favourssimple networks, it tends to redue relations between at-tribute variables and the lass variable. In partiular, forproblems with many attributes, lassi�ers produe poorpreditions, sine important attributes are ut from thelass node and therefore not able to ontribute diretlyto the lassi�ation. They onsidered learning with theMDL sore as \unsupervised" learning, sine the learn-ing algorithm has no information given about whih noderepresents the lass. They also laimed, that the learningof a lassi�ation problem with the Bayesian informationriterion (BIC) su�ers from the same problem. For thesereasons, the lassi�ation problem has been takled usingthe naive Bayes lassi�er, whih is desribed in the nextsetion.
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Figure 2: The struture of the tree augmented naiveBayes lassi�er (TAN)IMPROVING NAIVE BAYESAs we saw in the previous setion, standard learning al-gorithms for Bayesian networks are insuÆient to solvelassi�ation tasks. Therefore several e�orts have beenundertaken to improve the naive Bayes lassi�er for thelassi�ation of orrelated data. Sine the naive Bayeslassi�er omes with the strong assumption of indepen-dene, these approahes are motivated in relaxing thisassumption. Basially this leads to a searh of orrela-tion between the attributes and methods to reet themin the lassi�er. In the literature three signi�ant ap-proahes an be found:� Sub feature seletion� The joining of attributes� The Tree Augmented Naive Bayes (TAN)The �rst method is found in [14℄ who desribed agreedy-searh algorithm whih exludes strong orrelatedattributes from the lassi�er. This takes plae in a for-ward seletion manner, whih starts with an empty setof attributes and inrementally adds new ones, unless atermination riterion is met. The seletion of attributestakes plae with respet to a metri, whih identi�es at-tributes with a ruial ontribution to the lassi�ation.The metri they used was leave-one-out ross validation1 ,sine it is the most preise measure for the auray of alassi�er.The seond approah is desribed in [16℄ and taklesthe problem in the opposite way. Rather than exludingorrelated attributes, this approah joins them togetherto ahieve higher lassi�ation auray. They evaluatedthe seletion of attributes in a forward and bakwardmanner, with two possible operations, whih are to addan attribute to the lassi�er (respetively delete) and tojoin an attribute with one in the lassi�er. They also usedthe leave-one-out tehnique to indiate whether a hangewas suessful or not.The latest work in this �eld is the tree augmentednaive Bayes (TAN) approah, desribed in [7℄. This ap-proah performs better than the other two and is also1Desribed later in this paper



the motivation for our approah. It is based on the workfrom [5℄ and [8℄, whih developed algorithms for buildinga maximum weighted spanning tree by the mutual infor-mation and onditional mutual information respetively.Note, as we saw above, the �rst one also motivated theMDL priniple.The TAN algorithm builds a network struture, de-pending on the mutual information between nodes. Basi-ally it aptures orrelations between attributes by draw-ing ars between them. However, this approah omeswith intended restritions, sine it is goal orientated tolassi�ation tasks. The �rst restrition is that every at-tribute is onneted to the lass variable that yields tothe struture of naive Bayes. The seond restrition isthat every attribute may own one more parent besidesthe lass variable (see Figure 2). The so resulting stru-ture improves the naive Bayes, sine it an apture singlerelations between two attributes. On the other hand, itavoids a searh through the spae of all possible networksby these restritions to the struture. The results re-ported by this approah are equal or better than resultsreported from the naive Bayes.We argue, however, that this approah omes withtwo ruial disadvantages:� Only single orrelations between attributes an beaptured, due to the restrition to one additional par-ent besides the lass node� Parents are hosen with respet to the maximum log-likelihood, but the resulting omplexity is not onsid-ered.Certainly the �rst is reasonable, sine networks withn > 2 parents are more omplex. However, suppose a net-work, where the on�gurations of attribute A4 dependson the on�guration of A1; A2; A3, whih are indepen-dent from eah other. The TAN Bayes would add thenode with maximal inuene on A4 as parent and ignorethe inuene of the other two. In the worst ase, theseignored attributes would even be onneted as hildren toother nodes.The seond disadvantage beomes signi�ant if thereare nodes with plenty of states. The algorithm wouldfavour networks, whih inrease LL(D j B), regardless oftheir omplexity. Note, that the size of a node's ondi-tional probability table (CPT), whih holds all possibleon�gurations of the node itself and its parents, growsdrastially with the number of states of eah parent. Fora node with i states and two parents with j and k states,the CPT onsists of i � j � k entries. We argue furtherthat the preditions of the lassi�er beome less reliablewith more omplex nodes. This omes from the fat thatthe bigger the CPT, the more probabilities are need to
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Figure 3: An example network, as it might result fromour approahbe estimated from the data. These on�gurations, how-ever, are less likely to be found in the data with inreasingomplexity. Thus their estimates are insuÆient and leadto poor preditions. To overome this problem, Friedmanand Goldszmidt introdued a smoothing operation to �llthe gap of unreliable probabilities.LEARNING CLASSIFIERS WITH MUL-TIPLE CORRELATIONS AND LESSCOMPLEXITYOur approah an be found between the TAN arhitetureand the MDL approah for learning Bayesian networks.Furthermore it ombines the advantages of both and ex-ludes their disadvantages, whih were previously iden-ti�ed in this paper. The algorithm an be haraterisedby two main features as follows. First, sine our algo-rithm is supposed to be applied for lassi�ation tasks,and the lass variable is usually known, we limit the num-ber of possible networks to those whose attributes havethe lass node as parent. Seond, we start to searh forrelations between these attributes, using the MDL sorewhih favours simple relations with maximum ontribu-tion to the log-likelihood.The seond feature applies a greedy searh for eahnode, to avoid the huge searh spae of all valid parentombinations. The metri for this greedy searh is thetrade-o� between mutual information and the omplex-ity aused by the hange. We used the modi�ed ver-sion of the mutual information from [2℄, whih de�nesa weight W (Ai; pa(Ai)) for attribute Ai and its parentspa(Ai) withXAi;pa(Ai)P (Ai; pa(Ai))log2 P (Ai; pa(Ai))P (Ai)P (pa(Ai)) : (9)Against this information measure stands the omplexityC(Ai; pa(Ai)), resulting from this parent on�gurationwith val(Ai)�Aj2pa(Ai)val(Aj); (10)where val(X) the number of possible states for X de-notes. The sore in our greedy searh onsists of these two



omponents. Suppose two parent on�gurations pa1(Ai)and pa2(Ai) for attribute Ai, where pa2 is extended byone more attribute than pa1. For a omparison of thesetwo parent on�gurations, we ompute the value pairs(W1; C1) and (W2; C2) for both respetively and omparethe relatively growth of omplexity and weight:�W2W1 > C2C1 (11)Where � denotes a weighting fator to ontrol the trade-o� between omplexity and information gain. Using thisformula a new parent on�guration is aepted, if therelative information exeeds the relative omplexity.The greedy searh needs a sorted list for eah node,indiating whih of the other nodes are worth of beomingparents. Thus we generate a list for eah node, onsistingof every possible parent Aj and rank them by their weightW (Ai; V; Aj). Given this list, the algorithm suessivelyadds a node from this list as parent and keeps it as parent,if the ahieved weight W exeeds the omplexity C. Inaddition to the operations add ar and delete ar we usethe operation reverse ar, whih is neessary in the asethat a node Ai favours another node Aj as parent, but Aihas already been hosen as parent for Aj . In this ase wereverse this ar, depending on the weight of both. Theomputational omplexity of this greedy searh is O(n2)for n attributes, sine in the worst ase all possible n� 1parents are onsidered by every node. The algorithm forn attributes an be summarized as follows:� Generate for every attribute a parent list P, orresponding toa naive Bayesian lassi�er with PV = fg and Pi = V for everyi 2 f1:::ng� Repeat for every Ai with i 2 f1:::ng:Generate a list L, onsisting of n� 1entries whih store the weights W (Ai; V;Aj),for every possible parent node Aj .Sort L with asending W.Repeat for all Aj 2 PCompute W1 =W (Ai; PAi) andC1 = C(Ai; PAi )Add Aj to PAi (add ar)Compute W2 =W (Ai; PAi) andC2 = C(Ai; PAi )If �W2W1 < C2C1Remove Aj from PAi (delete ar)ElseIf Ai 2 PAjIf W (Ai; PAi) > W (Aj ; PAj )Reverse arendendendend� Return lassi�erEXPERIMENTSMethodologyThe naive Bayes, the TAN Bayes and our approah,named multiple Bayes, have been implemented for an

evaluation with di�erent training sets. We used on theone hand training sets from the mahine learning repos-itory [1℄ and on the other hand with Bayesian networksarti�ially generated data. The latter omes with the ad-vantage, that the underlying network is already knownand thus the indued lassi�er an be ompared with it.We build Bayesian networks with the ommerial pakageNetia and sampled suÆient ases from it.In line with other researh papers, the auray ofeah lassi�er has been determined by the leave-one-outross validation [12℄. In ontrast to the less preise hold-out method, where a lassi�er is indued with 23 of thetraining data and its auray measured with the other13 , this method indues a lassi�er with all samples lessone and measures its auray with that sample, left outduring the training. This proess is repeated for all sam-ples in the training data, and the auray alulated byorretly lassi�ed samples divided by all samples. A de-tailed examination on the evaluation of lassi�ers is foundin [12℄.ResultsGenerally we expeted from our results a better or equalauray as the naive Bayes lassi�er. Furthermore weexpeted that the omplexity of the generated lassi�erwould be loated between naive Bayes and TAN. Table 1shows the properties of the data set and training set. Theresults with this data is found in table 2, whih lists theauray for the naive Bayes lassi�er, the tree augmentednaive Bayes and multiple Bayes.As it an be seen in table 2, the multiple Bayes ap-proah has ahieved for the �rst two data sets an aurayequal to the naive Bayes. The TAN lassi�er, however,ahieved in both sets less auray than the others. Thesesets have not been hosen arbitrary, they both have verylittle orrelations between their attributes. Thus our las-si�er preferred the most simple struture, whih is thenaive Bayes (no additional parents), and ahieved thusthe same auray. Sine the TAN approah ignores thebalane between omplexity and auray, it builds a las-si�er, based on weak orrelations between the attributes.The resulting parent-hild onnetions are poorly sup-ported by the data, whih explains the loss of auray.The third data set omes with 16 attributes. As wedisovered with our lassi�er, two from this 16 attributesare signi�antly inuened by more than three others.This stands in ontrast to the other 14 attributes, whihare maximal with two orrelated. Thus our lassi�er re-turned a struture where 14 attributes are onneted totwo or less parents, these two strong orrelated nodes,however, with more than three. Sine the TAN arhite-ture allows a maximum of one parent for eah node, itwas not able to apture these multiple orrelations. Due



# Var. # Cases # Av. statesbreast 11 699 10balane 5 625 5votes 17 435 3ABN 5 1000 2Table 1: Properties of the used datasetsNaive Bayes TAN Multi Bayesbreast 97,42�0,60 92,56�1,00 97,42�0,60balane 92,16�1,10 85,28�1,42 92,16�1,10votes 90,34�1,41 89,20�1,61 92,42�0,60ABN 70,00�1,45 70,90�1,44 73,70�1,41Table 2: Auray of the tested lassi�ersto this, our approah was able to ahieve a higher au-ray. Furthermore this ould be reahed with a slightlymore omplex lassi�er, than the one returned by TAN,sine not all attributes had been onneted with a parent.The last data set whih we examined, was generatedwith an arti�ial Bayesian Network. The struture ofthis network was hosen to reet multiple orrelationsas the previous example as well. We sampled 1000 asesfrom this network and used them with our lassi�er. Theresult was a lassi�er reeting all orrelations de�ned inthe Bayesian network and thus sueeded with the highestauray.CONCLUSIONWe proposed a new arhiteture for the indution of las-si�ers, based on Bayesian networks. Essentially this wasarried out by the adoption of the MDL priniple to thenaive Bayes lassi�er.Our results show that our re�ned lassi�er yields inall ases an auray equal to or better that of naiveBayes, and furthermore it outperforms TAN in the ase ofdata with weak or multiple orrelations. Our assumption,that orrelations are only worth modelling in a lassi�er ifthey are heap in terms of omplexity, has been reetedby this results. We intended to do further tests, to overa wide range of di�erent data sets.The omplexity of our algorithm is equal to that ofother approahes and omputational tratable. However,the alulation of the mutual information seems to limitthe speed of the indution proess signi�antly. Thus ourapproah, and all other methods based on the mutualinformation, are likely to indue lassi�ers slowly, if at-tributes with numerous states are found in the data. Tooverome this problem, a simpler method for the identi-�ation of orrelations in the data has to be found. Thismethod has to be apable to identify statistial orrela-tions and non-statistial orrelations, as for example given
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